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11 Transnational carbon contracting 
Why law's invisibility matters 
Natasha Affolder 
Abstract 
Contract lawyers are well aware that it is in the boilerplate, in the creation of 
contractual norms, forms and defaults, that power gets divided and that win-
ners and losers are made. This analysis applies to contractual governance just 
as it applies to the individual contract setting. This chapter draws on the 
example of forest carbon contracts to illustrate the 'behind the scenes' privi-
leging of contractual forms, norms, and defaults in action. It argues that the 
reductionist vision of law emerging in the literature and practice of carbon 
contracting is both misleading and impoverished. 
Introduction 
William Wordsworth captured the value of a lone ash tree in Airey-Force 
Valley as offering 'soft eye-music of slow-waving boughs'. 1 Nearly two cen-
turies later, the earth's three million trees are measured using a different 
metric - for their capacity to absorb humanity's ten gigatonnes of manmade 
emissions. Forests offer 'carbon capture and storage technology' in a cheap 
yet stunning way, promising biodiversity, livelihood and aesthetic benefits to 
boot. To harness the power of markets to preserve standing forests and prevent 
further deforestation the contributions of a number of scholarly fields are 
highlighted: science needs to deliver technology to monitor deforestation, eco-
nomics needs to guide the creation of carbon markets, and finance must figure 
out how to pay developing countries to develop forest carbon infrastructure. 
Rarely mentioned is the work of law - the daily grind of contracts and the 
wider legal regimes within which they operate that ultimately allow these 
markets to function in a transnational context and across time and space. 
It can be hard to conceptualize the trading of forest carbon as anything 
other than smoke and mirrors. This is particularly the case for certain aspects 
of this market, like avoided deforestation, where the 'product' being traded 
is not cutting down trees. Yet the transnational contracting regime that makes 
forest carbon markets possible can equally be framed as smoke and mirrors. 
The key actors, the dense networks of contracts, the applicable law, even the 





















